
MS CRUCEDREAM 4*+. FIT bookings 2022 
 
 

*the present program, timing and schedule have marketing objectives and are subject to change without notification. Please, check when booking! 
**the classification of the ship is based on our own estimation 

 

technical information 
built: 2004, interior refreshment in 2020 
length: 126.7 m 
beam: 11,40 m 
cabins: 90 
passengers: 180 

facilities on board 
restaurant 
lounge, bar and café  
reception 
sun deck 
Sauna, jacuzzi and gym 
Wi-Fi (for extra cost) 

accommodation 
Cabins are divided across 3 decks and are the same in size of approximately 14m2. All cabins are very spacious                    
and equipped with separable twin beds, satellite TV, safety deposit box, phone, hairdryer, mini bar, individual               
heating and cooling system, and separate bathroom with individual shower and toilet. Standard cabins on the               
lower deck are fitted with two fixed picture windows, whereas superior cabins on the middle deck and deluxe                 
cabins on the upper deck all have opening French balconies. 

  

follow the link for more pictures of the ship 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19J4qfuLtNSIOMN-WXFWZUvXf2kXNSV5-
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sailing dates 2022 
 

 

 sailing dates duration itinerary season 

1 31Mar - 07Apr 8/7 Amsterdam - Amsterdam LOW 
2 07Apr - 14Apr 8/7 Amsterdam - Amsterdam LOW 
3 14Apr - 21Apr 8/7 Amsterdam - Amsterdam MIDDLE 
4 21Apr - 28Apr 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
5 28Apr - 05May 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
6 05May - 12May 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
7 12May - 19May 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
8 19May - 26May 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
9 26May - 02Jun 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 

10 02Jun - 09Jun 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
11 09Jun - 16Jun 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
12 16Jun - 23Jun 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
13 23Jun - 30Jun 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
14 30Jun - 07Jul 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
15 07Jul - 14Jul 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
16 14Jul - 21Jul 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
17 21Jul - 28Jul 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
18 28Jul - 04Aug 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
19 04Aug - 11Aug 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
20 11Aug - 18Aug 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
21 18Aug - 25Aug 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
22 25Aug - 01Sep 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
23 01Sep - 08Sep 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
24 08Sep - 15Sep 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
25 15Sep - 22Sep 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam HIGH 
26 22Sep - 29Sep 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel HIGH 
27 29Sep - 06Oct 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam MIDDLE 
28 06Oct - 13Oct 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel MIDDLE 
29 13Oct - 20Oct 8/7 Basel - Amsterdam LOW 
30 20Oct - 27Oct 8/7 Amsterdam - Basel SPO 
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sailing dates 2022. rates for FIT  

the rate is in euro, per person per cruise 
the rate is commissionable 
rates are calculated on the basis of the certain fuel cost, in case of significant fuel cost increase rates might be recalculated 
 

 

 

cabin/capacity standard, 2 pax superior, 2pax deluxe, 2pax 
lower deck middle deck upper deck 

LOW  1280€ 1530€ 1730€ 
MID  1330€ 1580€ 1830€ 

HIGH  1430€ 1680€ 1980€ 
SPO  1180€ 1380€ 1580€ 

single occupancy:
port tax:

fixed cabin number on 
booking: 

name change less than 30 days:
children policy:

50% supplement in standard and superior cabins and 100% in deluxe cabins (on request; number is limited) 
35€ per person per cruise (include city taxes in current cities as per itineraries - might be increased up to changes in docking places)  
50€ per cabin 
50€ per name 
0–2 y.o. – free of charge (if accommodated with 2 adults in a cabin) 
3–12 y.o. – 20% discount in twin with 1 adult 
*baby crib and baby stool at the restaurant is provided on request 

our price includes 
● accommodation in the cabin 
● live music at the bar every night 
● full board, three meals per day (from the dinner on the arrival day to the 

breakfast on the departure day) 
● early-riser breakfast every morning 
● afternoon high-tea: tea, coffee and cake or late night snack 
● welcome buffet 
● tea/coffee for breakfast, tap water on table for all meals 
● coffee-station (06:00 – 23:59) 
● welcome and farewell captain’s cocktails (including a glass of sparkling 

wine per person) 
● welcome and farewell captain’s dinner with special menu 
● luggage service on board the ship 
● refreshments and hand towels after excursions 
● on board TV 

our price does not include 
● transfers (on request and for extra payment) to and from the port of embarkation / 

disembarkation 
● medical insurances 
● port tax (35€ / 42€ per person) 
● excursions (available on presale only). all excursions shall be booked with 

crucemundo otherwise 10% commission should be paid from crucemundo rates as 
commission 

● any bottled water 
● soft and alcoholic drinks during lunch and dinner 
● wi-fi 
● gratuities (recommended 7€ pppn for the crew and 2€ pppn for the cruise director) 
● personal spendings 
● minibar 
● cabin numbers are provided 7 days before the cruise or at 50€ supplement per cabin 

when booking 
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terms and conditions for FIT bookings: 
- max 20 places can be booked at once (if more – please, see group terms) 
- subscribe for weekly availability updates via sales@crucemundo.com 
- choose any available cabin from the list and let us know. We will put it on hold for a week, after which request form should be sent to                            

reservations@crucemundo.com. 20% deposit is required upon booking 

- the rates are fixed and commissionable 
*the Customer (Buyer) undertakes the obligation to publish rates in catalogues and on Internet sites not lower than crucemundo best available rate. Should the Buyer or its                          
authorized agencies publish rates lower than best available ones, crucemundo reserves the right to address the penalty of 25% from the rate booked by the passenger (individual                           
client) 

- no free places are provided for FIT bookings  
- final information on guests should be sent to sales@crucemundo.com not later than 30 days prior to departure (full names, booked extra services). 

 

 

payment cancellation 
 
 

- 20% of booking (non-refundable deposit) 
- full payment – 30 days before the cruise 

 

 

- up to 69 days before embarkation 
- 69-60 days before embarkation 
- 59-50 days before embarkation 
- 49-30 days before embarkation 
- 30 days and less 

– 20% of cruise price (deposit); 
– 40% of cruise price; 
– 60% of cruise price; 
– 80% of cruise price; 
– 100% cancellation fee. 

mailto:reservations@crucemundo.com
mailto:sales@crucemundo.com
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You are welcome to make your bookings at sales@crucemundo.com and via +34 932206551! 

*the present program, timing and schedule have marketing objectives and are subject to change without notification. Please, check when booking! 
**the classification of the ship is based on our own estimation 

itinerary Amsterdam - Amsterdam, Holland & Belgium, 7 nights 
 
cruise at a glance 
 

*excursion package: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Brussels, Antwerp – TBA, languages: English, Spanish, Italian, French, German 
 
 
itinerary Amsterdam - Basel, Basel - Amsterdam, 7 nights 
 
cruise at a glance 

 

 

 port of call arrival departure program  
1 Amsterdam -- -- check in from 16:00 
2 Amsterdam -- 23:00 *walking tour 
3 Rotterdam 6:00 21:00 *walking city tour 
4 Ghent 08:30 20:00  
5 Brussels 8:00 19:00 *bus&walking tour 
6 Antwerp 01:00 19:00 *walking city tour 

7 
Dordrecht 03:00 13:00  

Amsterdam 21:00 --  
8 Amsterdam -- -- check out by 09:00 

 port of call arrival departure program    port of call arrival departure program  
1 Amsterdam -- -- check in from 16:00  1 Basel -- -- check in from 16:00 
2 Amsterdam -- 14:00 *walking city tour  2 Basel -- 19:00 *walking city tour 
3 Cologne 13:00 23:59 *walking city tour  3 Strasbourg 04:15 23:30 *bus & walking city tour 

4 Koblenz 08:00 13:00   4 Mannheim 08:00 13:30 *Heidelberg castle tour 
Rudesheim 19:00 --   Mainz 17:30 --  

5 
Rudesheim -- 01:00   

5 

Mainz -- 06:30  
Mannheim 09:00 09:30 *Heidelberg castle tour  Rudesheim 08:00 12:00  

Spyer 11:00 19:00   Koblenz 16:00 21:00  
6 Strasbourg 07:00 19:30 *bus & walking city tour  Andernach 22:00 --  
7 Basel 07:30 -- *walking city tour  6 Andernach -- 04:00  
8 Basel -- -- check out by 09:00  Cologne 08:00 15:00 *walking city tour 
      7 Amsterdam 09:00 -- *walking city tour 
      8 Amsterdam -- -- check out by 09:00 

*excursion package: Amsterdam, Cologne, Heidelberg, Strasbourg, Basel – TBA, languages: English, 
Spanish, Italian, French, German 

 

*excursion package: Amsterdam, Cologne, Heidelberg, Strasbourg, Basel – TBA, languages: 
English, Spanish, Italian, French, German 

mailto:sales@crucemundo.com

